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tIn the sto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essX1; X2; : : : 2 R are su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aster. At eah time t the foreastermakes a predition Ft of Xt based only on X1; : : : ; Xt 1; when Xt is revealed, theforeaster inurs a loss `(Ft; Xt). This paper onsiders several aspets of the sequen-tial predition problem for unbounded, non-stationary proesses under p-th power loss`p(u; v) = ju   vjp, 1 < p < 1. In the rst part of the paper it is shown that Bayespredition shemes are Cesaro optimal under general onditions, that Cesaro optimalpredition shemes are unique in a natural sense, and that Cesaro optimality is equiva-lent to a form of weak alibration. Extensions of the existen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 performaneon any suitable proess dominates the performane of eah member of the family. Theonstru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tion some results of Algoet on the existene of Cesaro optimal s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 proesses are rederived in a diret way and extended to unboundedproesses.
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1 IntrodutionThe subjet of this paper is stohasti sequential predition. In this problem, the elementsof a real-valued stohasti proess X = X1;X2; : : : are revealed to a foreaster, one at atime, beginning with X1. At eah time t  0 the foreaster makes a real-valued preditionFt of Xt, based on the observed values of Xt 1 = X1; : : : ;Xt 1. When Xt is revealedthe foreaster inurs a non-negative loss `(Ft;Xt). We fous here on unbounded, non-stationary proesses and restrit our attention throughout to p'th power loss of the form`p(u; v) = ju  vjp, with 1 < p <1.Let R denote the real line, and let R = f;g [ S1j=1 Rj be the olletion of all nitelength sequenes of real numbers, where a sequene of length zero is represented by theempty set. A predition sheme is a map F : R ! R . It is assumed in what follows that,for eah j  1, the restrition of F to j-tuples xj = x1; : : : ; xj is a measurable funtion fromR j to R . Eah predition sheme F represents a deterministi strategy for the preditionproblem: having observed the past values Xt 1 of a given proess, the sheme makes apredition F (Xt 1) of the next value Xt. The value of F (Xt 1) does not depend on sideinformation or on auxiliary randomization. If a sheme F is applied suessively to the rstn terms Xn = X1; : : : ;Xn of a proess X, its average umulative loss is a random variable,denoted by Ln(F ) = Ln(F;X) = 1n nXt=1 `(F (Xt 1);Xt):Of entral interest here are predition shemes having small long-run average umulativeloss. The following notion of optimality is onsidered, for example, in [2, 13, 18℄.Denition: A predition sheme G is Cesaro optimal, or optimal in the long run averagesense, for a proess X if lim infn!1 [Ln(F;X)   Ln(G;X)℄  0 wp1for every measurable predition sheme F . A predition sheme G is Cesaro optimal for afamily X of proesses if it is Cesaro optimal for every proess in X .By denition, a predition sheme G is Cesaro optimal for a proess X if its averageumulative loss is, asymptotially, less than the average umulative loss of any ompetingsheme on the same proess. Note that the denition does not require that the quantitiesLn(G;X) or Ln(F;X) onverge as n tends to innity. The notion of Cesaro optimality issomewhat weak, as it requires only that an optimal sheme perform well on the average.1
One may show, for example, that Cesaro optimal shemes exist for any ountable family ofproesses X (see, e.g., Foster [18℄ or Proposition 6 below). In suh ases, stronger riteriaof preditive performane (.f. [13, 38, 39℄) may be more appropriate. Two suh riteria,strong optimality and eÆieny, are disussed briey in Setion 6.2. In seeking preditionshemes that perform well for an unountable family of proesses, Cesaro optimality providesa sensible measure of suess. As noted in Setion 9.2, no deision sheme is strongly optimalfor the (unountable) family of bounded ergodi proesses; by ontrast, one may onstrutCesaro optimal predition shemes for this family in a variety of ways (see [2℄ and Theorem6 below).Numerous examples of sequential predition problems for stationary and more generalproesses an be found in the literature; see for example [2, 38℄. A good aount of stohas-ti and non-stohasti sequential deision problems, and their relation to alibration andfoundational questions in Statistis, an be found in the work of Dawid [11, 12, 13℄ and inthe more reent work [38, 14, 39℄. A thorough treatment of sequential deision and predi-tion problems for ergodi (and stationary) proesses, and many referenes to related workon time series predition, an be found in the work of Algoet [2℄. Algoet studies generalloss funtions `() for whih there exists an envelope  suh that `(u; v)  (v) < 1 foreah u and v. The existene of a nite envelope for the p'th power loss `p requires that eahproess X under study take values in a bounded subset of R , an assumption not made inthis paper. Algoet's extension in [2℄ of the stability theorem for martingale dierenes (seeLemma 2 below) plays a entral role in our results.Our appliation in Setion 9 of aggregating methods for individual sequenes to stohas-ti predition generalizes and extends reent work of Gyor, Lugosi, and Morvai [24℄, whoused aggregating method to dene randomized preditors for binary ergodi proesses. Re-lated methods were reently applied by Weissman and Merhav [42, 43℄ to the predition ofindividual and ergodi binary sequenes. Aggregating methods were applied in a dierentway by Foster [18℄ to the predition of binary proesses under the squared error. General-izations of [24℄ to sequential predition of bounded, real valued ergodi proesses under thesquared error have also been derived, independently, in reent work of Gyor and Lugosi[22℄.1.1 OverviewTwo preliminary results are presented in the next setion. In Setion 3 the existene anduniqueness of Cesaro optimal deision shemes for proesses satisfying suitable population2
and sample moment onditions are established. In partiular, it is shown that the Bayesdeision sheme for X is Cesaro optimal, and that any two Cesaro optimal shemes are,in a natural sense, equivalent. Extensions of these results to generalized predition andpredition from observations with additive noise are established in Setions 4.1 and 4.2,respetively. Two other forms of optimality, and related work, are desribed in Setion 5.In Setion 6 it is shown that Cesaro optimality under the squared loss is equivalent to aform of weak alibration, and that a stronger form of alibration, onsidered by Dawid andothers, is equivalent to a stronger form of optimality. Existene, uniqueness, and severalother properties of strongly optimal predition shemes are briey disussed. In Setion 7it is shown that, by suitably thresholding a predition sheme that is Cesaro optimal underthe squared loss for a binary proess, one obtains an optimal predition sheme under theHamming loss.The problem of aggregating predition shemes is studied in Setion 8. Given a ountablefamily of predition shemes, a omposite sheme is onstruted whose asymptoti perfor-mane, on any suitable proess, dominates the asymptoti performane of every member ofthe family. By appropriate hoie of the ountable family, some results of Algoet [2℄ on theexistene of universal deision shemes for ergodi proesses are rederived and extended tounbounded proesses in a diret way in Setion 9. In partiular, it is shown that for eahp > 1, there exists a single predition sheme that is Cesaro optimal under the p'th powerloss for every ergodi proess fXig suh that EjXijq <1 for some q > p.2 Preliminary ResultsBelow we will make repeated use of the following stability result for martingale dierenes,due to Algoet [2℄. A general aount of suh results an be found in [40℄. For bounded Ztthe lemma may be dedued from standard exponential inequalities for martingale dierenesequenes [26, 5℄.Lemma A Let X1;X2; : : : be any stohasti proess, and let Z1; Z2; : : : 2 Rd be random ve-tors suh that, for eah t  1, Zt is a measurable funtion of X1; : : : ;Xt. If supt1E (jZtj) <1 where  (u) = u log2(1 + u), then1n nXt=1 Zt   1n nXt=1 E(Zt jXt 1) ! 0 wp1:The following elementary lemma will also be useful.3
Lemma 1 Let  : [0;1) ! [0;1) be any funtion suh that (x)=x % 1 as x % 1. Ifa1; a2; : : : are non-negative numbers suh that n 1Pni=1 (ai)  K < 1 for eah n  1,then lim supn!1 1n nXi=1 Ifai  g and lim supn!1 1n nXi=1 ai Ifai  gtend to zero as !1.Proof: Let  > 0 be so large that ()=  1. The rst laim follows readily, as1n nXi=1 Ifai  g  1n nXi=1 (ai)ai Ifai  g  1n nXi=1 (ai):The seond laim is a onsequene of the inequalities1n nXi=1 aiIfai  g = 1n nXi=1 ai(ai)(ai)Ifai  g  ()n nXi=1 (ai):3 Existene and Uniqueness of Cesaro Optimal ShemesIn this setion the existene and uniqueness of Cesaro optimal shemes for general, non-stationary stohasti proesses is established. Let X = X1;X2; : : : 2 R be any proesssatisfying the following population and sample moment onditions:(A1) supt1EjXtjp log2(1 + jXtjp) < 1(A2) lim supn n 1Pnt=1 (jXtjp) < 1 for some funtion  suh that(x)=x%1 as x%1.If X is ergodi then (A2) follows immediately from (A1) and the ergodi theorem. Ingeneral, this impliation need not hold.Denition: The Bayes predition sheme (.f. Ferguson [20℄) for a proess X under thep'th power loss `p is dened byBp(Xt 1) = argmina2R E[ jXt   ajp jXt 1 ℄: (1)At eah time t, the Bayes sheme selets the unique predition minimizing the on-ditional expeted loss of the next outome given the previous values of the proess. Itfollows readily from (1) that EjXt   Bp(Xt 1)jp  EjXt   f(Xt 1)jp for any measurablefuntion f : R t 1 ! R . In partiular, one may view Bp(Xt 1) as the projetion of Xtonto the spae of all funtions f(Xt 1) for whih Ejf(Xt 1)jp < 1. Ando and Amemiya[1℄ have studied the general properties of suh projetions and shown that, for a general4
inreasing sequene of sigma elds, they share the onvergene and integrability propertiesof onditional expetations (see Setion 9 for more details). We require a preliminary fatonerning integrability of the Bayes sheme (1); related results an be found in [1℄.Lemma 2 Let Bp be the Bayes sheme under `p for a proess X satisfying (A1). SetBt = Bp(Xt 1) and let  (u) = u log2(1 + u). Then for eah t,(a) jBtjp  2pE[jXtjp jXt 1℄ wp1(b)  ( jBtjp = 2p )  E[ (jXtjp) jXt 1℄ wp1() supt1E (jBtjp) < 1Proof: Let X be a proess satisfying (A1). Then for xed t  1,jBtj = E[ j(Bt  Xt) +Xtj jXt 1 ℄  E[ jXtj jXt 1 ℄ + E[ jXt  Btj jXt 1 ℄ E[ jXtj jXt 1 ℄ +  E[ jXt  Btjp jXt 1 ℄1=p E[ jXtj jXt 1 ℄ +  E[ jXtjp jXt 1 ℄1=pThe seond inequality above is a onsequene of the monotoniity of Lp-norms, and thethird follows diretly from the denition of Bp(Xt 1). The elementary inequality (a+ b)p 2p 1 (ap + bp) implies thatjBtjp  2p 1  E[ jXtj jXt 1 ℄ p + 2p 1E[ jXtjp jXt 1 ℄:By Jensen's inequality, the rst term on the right is at most 2p 1E[ jXtjp jXt 1 ℄, andonlusion (a) follows. Inequality (b) follows diretly from (a) and the onvexity of  .Inequality () is an immediate onsequene of (b) and assumption (A1).For proessesX = X1;X2; : : : taking values in a bounded interval of the reals, the Cesarooptimality of the Bayes sheme Bp follows diretly from Theorem 3 in [2℄. The next theoremshows that the Bayes sheme is Cesaro optimal under the more general onditions (A1) and(A2). In many ases, the Bayes sheme is optimal in muh stronger senses (see Setion 5below).Theorem 1 (Existene) Let X be a stohasti proess taking values in R and let p > 1.If onditions (A1) and (A2) hold then the Bayes predition shemeBp(Xt 1) = argmina2R E[ jXt   ajp jXt 1 ℄: (2)is Cesaro optimal for X under the p'th power loss.5
Proof: Let F be any predition sheme. To simplify notation, let Ft := F (Xt 1) andBt := Bp(Xt 1). Fix  > 0, and dene auxiliary shemes F 0t = Ft IfjFtj  g andF 00t = Ft IfjFtj > g for t  1. A routine alulation shows thatLn(F ) = Ln(F 0) + Ln(F 00)   1n nXt=1 jXtjp:Observe that if jXtj  =3 and jFtj > , then jXt   Ftj > jXtj. This yields the lower boundLn(F 00t )  1n nXt=1 jXt   Ft IfjFtj > gjp  IfjXtj  =3g  1n nXt=1 jXtjp IfjXtj  =3g:It follows from the last two displays thatlim infn!1 [Ln(F )  Ln(B) ℄ lim infn!1 [Ln(F 0)  Ln(B) ℄   lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jXtjp IfjXtj > =3g wp1: (3)We now show that fjXt Btjp : t  1g and fjXt F 0t jp : t  1g satisfy the moment onditionof Lemma A. As F 0 is uniformly bounded, the niteness of supt1E (jXt   F 0t jp) followsdiretly from assumption (A1). Moreover, (jXt  Btjp)   (2p 1 jXtjp + 2p 1 jBtjp)   (2p jXtjp) +  (2p jBtjp);and therefore supt1E (jXt Btjp) is nite by (A1) and Lemma 2. Applying Lemma A toLn(F 0) and Ln(B) yields the equationlim infn!1 [Ln(F 0t )  Ln(B) ℄ = lim infn!1 1n nXt=1 E[ jXt   F 0t jp   jXt  Btjp jXt 1℄ wp1:The denition of Bt ensures that eah term in the last sum is positive with probability one.It then follows from inequality (3) thatlim infn!1 [Ln(F )  Ln(B) ℄    lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 X2t IfjXtj > =3g wp1:Letting  tend to innity, ondition (A2) and Lemma 1 imply that the limit supremumtends to zero. As F was arbitrary, B is Cesaro optimal for X.The next result shows that Cesaro optimal shemes are essentially unique, the form ofuniqueness depending on the value of p. Taken together, Theorems 1 and 2 show that everyCesaro optimal sheme for X under `p is equivalent to the Bayes sheme Bp.6
Theorem 2 (Uniqueness) Let X satisfy (A1) and (A2). Suppose that Bp is the Bayessheme dened in (2), and that F is any other Cesaro optimal sheme for X under `p. Ifp  2 then 1n nXt=1 jFt(Xt 1) Bp(Xt 1)jp ! 0 wp1:If 1 < p < 2 then 1n nXt=1 jFt(Xt 1) Bp(Xt 1)jq ! 0 wp1for eah 1  q < p.Proof: As both F and the Bp are Cesaro optimal for X,0  lim infn!1 [Ln(F )  Ln(Bp)℄  lim supn!1 [Ln(F )  Ln(Bp)℄=   lim infn!1 [Ln(Bp)  Ln(F )℄  0 wp1: (4)Thus Ln(F ) Ln(Bp)! 0. Dene the ompound deision sheme H(Xt 1) = (F (Xt 1) +Bp(Xt 1))=2, and writeLn(H)  Ln(Bp) = Ln(H)  12Ln(F )  12Ln(Bp) + 12 (Ln(F )  Ln(Bp)) :It follows from the last equation and (4) thatlim infn!1 [Ln(H)  Ln(Bp)℄ = lim infn!1 Ln(H)  12Ln(F )  12Ln(Bp)= lim infn!1 1n nXt=1   (Ft  Xt; Bt  Xt); (5)where  (u; v) := jujp2 + jvjp2   (u+ v)2 p : (6)If p  2 then ja + bjp + ja   bjp  2(jajp + jbjp) for eah a; b 2 R (.f. Royden [36℄,Lemma 22). Setting a = (u + v)=2, b = (u   v)=2, and rearranging terms shows that (u; v)  2 p ju  vjp. It then follows from (5) thatlim infn!1 [Ln(H)  Ln(Bp)℄  lim infn!1  1n nXt=1 2 p jFt  Btjp=  2 p lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jFt  Btjp:If lim supn n 1Pnt=1 jFt   Btjp is positive with positive probability then, by the above in-equality, Bp fails to be Cesaro onsistent, whih ontradits Theorem 1. The ase 1 < p < 2is onsidered in Setion 10.1. 7
Example: We present a simple example here to illustrate Theorems 1 and 2. Let  : R ! Rbe a measurable, nonlinear funtion, and suppose for simpliity that the range of  isbounded. Let f"ig be i.i.d. with E"i = 0 and Ej"ij2 log2(1 + j"ij2) < 1. Let X0 be anyrandom variable independent of f"ig and for t  1 dene Xt via the reursionXt = (Xt 1) + "t 1Then X = fXtg is a (possibly non-stationary) nonlinear AR(1) proess. Under the squaredloss, the Bayes predition sheme for X is given by B(Xt 1) = (Xt 1). By Theorem 1,B is Cesaro optimal for X and, as expeted, the limiting average umulative loss of anysheme is bounded below by limn Ln(B;X) = E"2i . Theorem 2 implies that if F is anyCesaro optimal predition sheme for X, then n 1Pnt=1(F (Xt 1)   (Xt 1))2 ! 0 withprobability one.4 Two Extensions4.1 Generalized PreditionIn the generalized predition problem, the goal is to determine from past observations thevalue of a known funtion of the next observation, rather than the next observation itself.Let g : R ! R , and let X = X1;X2; : : : 2 R be a given stohasti proess. Suppose that,having observed X1; : : : ;Xt 1, we wish to predit the value of g(Xt) in suh a way as tominimize the long run average p'th power loss. The predition problem onsidered aboveorresponds to the speial ase where g(x) = x. In the generalized predition problem, theaverage performane of a predition sheme F : R ! R over n time units is given byLgn(F;X) = 1n nXt=1 jg(Xt)  F (Xt 1)jp:A predition sheme G is Cesaro optimal for (X; g) iflim infn!1 [Lgn(F;Xn)   Lgn(G;Xn)℄  0 wp1for every measurable predition sheme F . Fix g : R ! R , p > 1, and let X be a real-valuedproess suh that(A1') supt1E (jg(Xt)jp) < 1 where  (u) = u log2(1 + u) .(A2') lim supn n 1Pnt=1 (jg(Xt)jp) < 1 for some funtion  suh that(x)=x%1 as x%1. 8
The generalized Bayes predition sheme for (X; g) under `p is dened byBgp(Xt 1) = argmina2R E[ jg(Xt)  ajp jXt 1 ℄: (7)The next result is an extension of Theorems 1 and 2 to the problem of generalized predition.Its proof is vitually the same, so we omit the details.Theorem 3 If (A1') and (A2') hold then the generalized Bayes sheme (7) is Cesaro op-timal for (X; g) under `p. Let F be any Cesaro optimal predition sheme for (X; g) under`p. If p  2 then n 1Pnt=1 jFt   Bgt jp ! 0 with probability one. If 1 < p < 2 thenn 1Pnt=1 jFt  Bgt jq ! 0 with probability one for all 1  q < p.4.2 Predition from Observations with Additive NoiseSuppose now that p = 2. Here we onsider a variant of the predition problem in whihthe foreaster does not have diret aess to the values of the proess X, but to noisyobservations of the form Yt = Xt +Nt t  1; (8)where N = N1; N2; N3; : : : are zero mean random variables, dened on the same probabilityspae as X. In partiular, we assume that(N1) N and X are independent;(N2) N is a martingale dierene sequene, E(Nt jN t 11 ) = 0 wp1 for t  1;(N3) supt1E (jNtj2) < 1, where  (u) = u log2(1 + u).Let Y = Y1; Y2; : : : be the available sequene of noisy observations; it follows from (A1) and(N3) that supt1E (jYtj2) < 1. Suppose that the performane of a sheme F : R ! Rover n time units is measured by its average squared loss:~Ln(F ) = ~Ln(F;X;Y) = 1n nXt=1(Xt   F (Y t 1))2:A predition sheme G will be alled Cesaro optimal for (X;Y) if for every (measurable)predition sheme F , lim infn!1 h~Ln(F )   ~Ln(G)i  0 wp1:The Bayes predition sheme for X based on Y is given by ~B(Y t 1) := E[Xt jY t 1 ℄.One may establish using (N1) and (N2) that E[Nt jY t 1 ℄ = 0, and therefore ~B(Y t 1) =E[Yt jY t 1 ℄ for eah t  1. Thus ~B oinides with the Bayes predition sheme B for Yunder `2. 9
In reent work Weissman and Merhav [42, 43℄ studied predition of individual andergodi binary sequenes in the presene of noise under a variety of loss funtions. In[42℄ they exhibited Cesaro optimal shemes for several dierent noise models when thejoint proess of lean and noisy observations is ergodi and satises a onditional mixingondition. For additive noise satisfying (N1)-(N3), the existene and uniqueness of Cesarooptimal predition shemes holds under very general onditions.Proposition 1 Suppose that (N1)-(N3) hold, and that (A1)-(A2) hold with p = 2. Thenthe Bayes sheme ~B is Cesaro optimal for (X;Y). If F is any other Cesaro optimal pre-dition sheme for (X;Y), then n 1Pnt=1 jFt   ~Btj2 ! 0 with probability one.Proof: The proof follows that of Theorem 1. Let F be any predition sheme and x > 0. Dene Ft = F (Y t 1), F 0t = Ft IfjFtj  g, and let Bt = ~B(Y t 1) = B(Y t 1). Byarguments like those leading to (3), one nds thatlim infn!1 [ ~Ln(F )  ~Ln( ~B) ℄ lim infn!1 [ ~Ln(F 0)  ~Ln( ~B) ℄   lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jXtjp IfjXtj > =3g wp1: (9)Consider the rst term on the right hand side of (9). A simple alulation shows that(Xt   F 0t )2   (Xt  Bt)2 = (Yt   F 0t )2   (Yt  Bt)2 + 2NtF 0t   2NtBt:Therefore, using the fat that ~B = B,~Ln(F 0)  ~Ln( ~B) = Ln(F 0)  Ln(B) + 2n nXt=1 NtF 0t   2n nXt=1 NtBt: (10)As  (jNtBtj)   (2jNtj2) +  (2jBtj2), assumption (N3) and part () of Lemma 2 implythat supt1E (jNtBtj) is nite. Thus by Lemma A,1n nXt=1 NtBt   1n nXt=1 E[NtBt jXt 11 ; N t 11 ℄ ! 0 wp1:Assumptions (N1)-(N2) imply that E[NtBt jXt 11 ; N t 11 ℄ = BtE[Nt jXt 11 ; N t 11 ℄ = 0, son 1Pnt=1NtBt ! 0 with probability one. A similar argument shows that n 1Pnt=1NtF 0t !0 with probability one. As B is Cesaro optimal for Y, it follows from (10) thatlim infn!1 [ ~Ln(F 0)  ~Ln( ~B) ℄ = lim infn!1 [Ln(F 0)  Ln(B) ℄  0In onjuntion with (9), the last inequality implies thatlim infn!1 [ ~Ln(F )  ~Ln( ~B) ℄    lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jXtjp IfjXtj > =3g wp1:10
The optimality of ~B follows by letting  ! 1. The proof of uniqueness is similar to thatof Theorem 2 and is omitted.5 Other Forms of OptimalityTo be Cesaro optimal, the average performane of a predition sheme must dominate orequal that of any ompeting sheme in the limit of inreasing observations. We desribe heretwo other forms of optimality that have also reeived attention in the literature. Both formsare essentially stronger than Cesaro optimality, in that they apply stronger ompetitiveriteria. In eah ase, the Bayes sheme is optimal and unique in an appropriate sense.5.1 Strong OptimalityStrong optimality, like the notion of alibration disussed in Setion 6 below, is dened interms of plae seletion shemes.Denition: A measurable plae seletion sheme is a binary valued funtion S : R !f0; 1g suh that, for eah j  1, the restrition of S to j-tuples x1; : : : ; xj is a measurablefuntion from R j to f0; 1g.Let X = X1;X2; : : : 2 R be a given stohasti proess. Eah plae seletion sheme Sselets a random subsequene Xt1 ;Xt2 ; : : : of X, where t1 = minft  1 : S(Xt 1) = 1g,and tk = minft > tk 1 : S(Xt 1) = 1g for k  2. By denition, the inlusion of Xt in thesubsequene depends only on the previous values Xt 1 of the proess. One way of assessingthe performane of a predition sheme F on X is to evaluate the dierene, at eah seletedtime tk, between the predition F (Xtk 1) and the observed value Xtk .Denition: A deision sheme G is strongly optimal for a bounded proess X under `p iffor every deision sheme F , and every measurable seletion sheme S,lim infn!1  Pnt=1 S(Xt 1) `p(F (Xt 1);Xt)Pns=1 S(Xs 1)   Pnt=1 S(Xt 1) `p(G(Xt 1);Xt)Pns=1 S(Xs 1)   0almost surely on the event A(X; S) = P1t=1 S(Xt 1) =1	 that S selets an innitesubsequene of X.Strong optimality was introdued in an equivalent form by Dawid [13℄ as a means ofassessing the empirial validity of a predition sheme that is applied to an individualbinary sequene. To avoid pathologies arising in the individual sequene setting, he restritsattention to omputable seletion shemes and omputable predition rules. For a given11
stohasti proess, suh pathologies our with probability zero, and there is no loss inonsidering measurable seletion shemes and predition rules, provided that one is satisedwith almost sure results. Analysis of strong optimality relies on the following analog ofLemma A. For a proof and disussion, see Dawid [11℄.Lemma B Let X1;X2; : : : be any proess taking values in R and let Z1; Z2; : : : 2 R berandom variables suh that Zt is a measurable funtion of X1; : : : ;Xt. If there is a onstantL <1 suh that jZtj  L with probability one for eah t  1, thenPnt=1 S(Xt 1) (Zt  E(ZtjXt 1))Pns=1 S(Xs 1) ! 0almost surely on A(X; S).The next proposition may be established using Lemma B and arguments similar tothose for Theorems 1 and 2. It should be noted that its onlusions do not imply those ofDawid [13℄ in the setting of omputable predition shemes, and onversely. Uniqueness ofomputable shemes for individual binary sequenes is established in Theorem 7.1 of [13℄.Proposition 2 Let X be a bounded proess and p > 1. The Bayes sheme Bp is stronglyoptimal for X, and if F is any other strongly optimal sheme for X, then jF (Xt 1)  G(Xt 1)j ! 0 with probability one.5.2 EÆienyAnother notion of preditive optimality is that of eÆieny, onsidered by Skouras andDawid [38℄ (see also [12, 39℄).Denition: A predition sheme F is eÆient for a proess X under `p if for every mea-surable deision sheme Glim supn!1 " nXt=1 jXt   F (Xt 1)jp   nXt=1 jXt  G(Xt 1)jp # < 1 (11)with probability one.A multivariate version of the following result appears in Theorem 1 of [38℄ and sub-sequent remarks. As noted there, the ase p 6= 2 remains open. Let Var(XtjXt 1) =E[ (Xt  E(Xt jXt 1))2 j Xt 1℄ be the onditional variane of Xt given Xt 1.Theorem A The Bayes sheme B = B2 is eÆient for X under the squared loss ifsupt1Var(XtjXt 1) is nite with probability one; more generally (11) holds almost surely12
on the event where the supremum is nite. If F is any other eÆient predition sheme forX, then P1t=1(B(Xt 1)  F (Xt 1))2 is nite with probability one.For bounded proesses with squared error, the omparative strengths of dierent formsof optimality follow readily from their relation to the Bayes sheme.Proposition 3 If X is bounded then, under the squared error, eÆieny implies strongoptimality, and strong optimality implies Cesaro optimality.6 Optimal Predition and Calibration6.1 Cesaro Optimality and Weak CalibrationReall from Setion 5 that a plae seletion sheme S selets a subsequene of a givenproess in a non-antiipating manner. Motivated by Dawid [13℄, we make the followingdenition.Denition: A predition sheme F is rst order alibrated to X if for every measurableseletion sheme S, limn!1 1n nXt=1 S(Xt 1) (F (Xt 1) Xt) = 0 (12)with probability one. A sheme F is seond order alibrated to X if for every measurableseletion sheme S, lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 S(Xt 1) (F 2(Xt 1) X2t )  0 (13)with probability one.The denition above is weak in the sense that the averages in (12) and (13) are takenwith respet to the time sale of the original proess, rather than that of the subsequeneXt1 ;Xt2 ; : : :. Note however that the relation (12) implies thatPnt=1 S(Xt 1) (F (Xt 1) Xt)Pns=1 S(Xs 1) ! 0almost surely on the event flim infn n 1Pnt=1 S(Xt 1) > 0g, i.e. when the seleted timest1; t2; : : : oupy a non-negligible fration of the positive integers. Similar remarks apply tothe relation (13). The following proposition is proved in Setion 10Proposition 4 Under assumptions (A1) and (A2), a predition sheme F is Cesaro opti-mal for X under `2 if and only if F is rst and seond order alibrated to X.13
6.2 Strong Optimality and Strong CalibrationFor bounded proesses, one may strengthen in a natural way the notion of alibrationstudied above by requiring that the onvergene in (12) hold whenever S selets any innitesubsequene of X.Denition: A deision sheme F is strongly alibrated to X if, for every measurableseletion sheme S, Pnt=1 S(Xt 1)(F (Xt 1) Xt)Pns=1 S(Xs 1) ! 0almost surely on the event A(X; S) = P1t=1 S(Xt 1) =1	.Strong alibration was introdued in [13℄ for individual binary sequenes. The nextproposition may be established using Lemma B and arguments like those for Proposition4. An analogous result for individual binary sequenes is given in Theorem 8.1 of [13℄.Proposition 5 A predition sheme F is strongly optimal for X under the squared loss ifand only if it is strongly alibrated to X.7 Threshold Predition of Binary ProessesHere we establish a onnetion between the predition of binary proesses under the squaredand Hamming loss funtions. Let X = X1;X2; : : : be a proess with values Xi 2 f0; 1g. Totake a popular example, suppose that X is a binary reord of rainfall at a spei loation,with Xi = 1 if it rains on the i'th day, and Xi = 0 otherwise. Under the square loss `2, thepreditions of the Bayes sheme B = B2 are the onditional probabilitiesB(Xt 1) = E(Xt jXt 1) = P (Xt = 1 jXt 1) 2 [0; 1℄:A deision sheme F : R ! R models the preditions of a weather foreaster who, on eahday t  1, predits the onditional probability of rain on day t by F (Xt 1) and inurs loss(F (Xt 1) Xt)2 when the value of Xt is revealed.Now suppose that a foreaster employing a deision sheme F with values in R is re-strited to make binary preditions of the form \tomorrow it will rain" or \tomorrow it willnot rain", and that he inurs loss 0 or 1 depending on whether his predition is orret or not.This is a disrete version of the predition problem with Hamming loss `H(u; v) = Ifu 6= vg.In this ase the Bayes deision sheme is given byB(Xt 1) = argminu2f0;1g P (Xt 6= u jXt 1) = IfB(Xt 1) > 1=2g (14)14
and is obtained by thresholding the Bayes sheme under `2 at 1=2. One may readily showthat B is Cesaro optimal for X. In light of (14), it is natural for the foreaster to employthe threshold sheme F (Xt 1) = IfF (Xt 1) > 1=2gin order to predit the next value of X based on his onditional probability estimates F .In fat, the Cesaro optimality of F implies that of F . A version of the following result forergodi proesses was established independently in [22℄.Theorem 4 Let X = X1;X2; : : : be any binary proess. If F is Cesaro optimal for X underthe squared loss, then the threshold predition sheme F is Cesaro optimal for X under theHamming loss.Proof: Let B and B be as above. It an be shown (see e.g. the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and2.2 in [15℄) that for eah t  1,P ( Ft 6= Xt jXt 1)  P ( Bt 6= Xt jXt 1) + 2 jFt  Btj: (15)Fix any binary-valued predition sheme H : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g and let Ht = H(Xt 1). Wewish to establish thatlim infn!1 Ln( H)  Ln( F ) = lim infn!1 1n nXi=1(If Ht 6= Xtg   If Ft 6= Xtg)  0 wp1:By Lemma A it suÆes to show thatlim infn!1 1n nXi=1 [P ( Ht 6= Xt jXt 1)   P ( Ft 6= Xt jXt 1) ℄  0 wp1: (16)Inequality (15) and equation (14) imply thatP ( Ht 6= Xt jXt 1)   P ( Ft 6= Xt jXt 1)   2 jFt  Btj;and (16) follows, sine n 1Pni=1 jFt  Btj ! 0 by Theorem 2.A straightforward modiation of the preeding proof, substituting Lemma B for LemmaA, yields the following result.Theorem 5 Let X = X1;X2; : : : be any binary proess. If F is strongly optimal for Xunder the squared loss, then the threshold predition sheme F is strongly optimal for Xunder the Hamming loss. 15
8 Aggregating Deision ShemesConsider again the general predition problem desribed in the introdution, now withthe goal of onstruting a predition sheme that is Cesaro optimal, under the p'th powerloss, for a given family X of stohasti proesses satisfying (A1) and (A2). (Reall thata predition sheme F is Cesaro optimal for a family of proesses if it is Cesaro optimalfor every member of the family. Analogous denitions hold for other forms of optimality.)It is lear from the denition that the Bayes sheme B for a given proess X 2 X willgenerally not be Cesaro optimal for a dierent proess X0 2 X . Skouras and Dawid [38℄use a Bayesian approah to ombine the Bayes preditors for a given parametri family ofproesses X = fX :  2 g with   Rd. For suitable families X , they use a positive prior on  to onstrut predition shemes eÆient for (Lebesgue) almost every member of thefamily. In partiular, their predition sheme is Cesaro optimal under `2 for almost everymember of a parametri family of bounded proesses. Nevertheless, one may readily verifythat no deision sheme is Cesaro optimal under `p for the family of all proesses satisfying(A1) and (A2). The same onlusion holds if we restrit attention to bounded, or binary,proesses. (Given any predition sheme F , dene reursively a sequene x = x1; x2; : : : 2f0; 1g suh that jF (xt 1)   xtj  1=2 for eah t  1. If X = x with probability one, thenLn(F;X)  1=2 for every n, whereas the umulative loss of the Bayes sheme for X is equalto zero.)In the absene of \universal" predition shemes, one useful way to assess the quality of agiven predition sheme is to ompare, for eah proess X 2 X , the asymptoti performaneof that sheme with the best asymptoti performane among a nite or ountable family Fof ompeting shemes. In this way attention shifts from absolute to omparative measures ofperformane. A entral problem in the omparative framework is how to onstrut a singlesheme that ompetes favorably with every member of a given family F on a wide variety ofproesses. In many ases, this may be aomplished by suitably ombining, or aggregating,the deisions of the individual shemes in F . Aggregating methods, and orrespondingbounds on the dierene between the loss of the aggregate sheme and that of the bestsheme in the family, have been established in a variety of settings. Representative workand further referenes an be found in [41, 17, 27, 10, 9, 25℄. Foster and Vohra [19℄ give anaount of the aggregating problem and its history. Merhav and Feder [28℄ give an overviewof predition from individual sequenes. Weissman and Merhav [43℄ establish nite sampleaggregation bounds for the predition of individual binary sequenes observed in additive,independent noise, under p'th power loss, with 1  p  2.16
Here we desribe an aggregating method for predition shemes that is based on weightedmajority tehniques [41, 27, 8℄ for prediting individual binary sequenes. Fix a ountablefamily F = fF (1); F (2); : : :g of predition shemes and let p > 1. Assume that eah shemeF (r) in F is bounded, in the sense thatjF (r)j := supt1 supxt 1 jF (r)(xt 1)j < 1:Let Fj = fF (r) : 1  r  2jg ontain the rst 2j predition shemes in F , and letx1; x2; : : : 2 R . For eah j  0 and 2j  t < 2j+1 dene~F (xt 1) = XF2Fj wt(F )F (xt 1) (17)to be a weighted sum of the preditions made by shemes F 2 F j at time t, with weightsgiven by wt(F ) = expf jPt 1s=2j `p(F (xs 1); xs) gPF 02Fj expf jPt 1s=2j `p(F 0(xs 1); xs) g j = 2 j+j1=2 : (18)Note that the weight assigned to a sheme F 2 Fj at time t depends on the umulative lossof its preditions from time 2j to time t   1. When t = 2j , eah F 2 Fj has equal weightwt(F ) = jFj j 1 = 2 j . A related weight assignment was used in [24℄ and more reently in[43℄ to ombine binary preditors.The next proposition shows that, for suitable proesses X, the long run average umu-lative loss of ~F is less than or equal to the long run average umulative loss of every shemein F . The proof is given in Setion 10.3. Foster [18℄ established an analogous result forbounded proesses under the squared loss using a reursive onstrution.Proposition 6 Suppose that jF (r)j = O(r(1 Æ)=2p) for some Æ > 0. Let X = X1;X2; : : :be any stohasti proess suh that (i) supt1EjXtjq is nite for some q > p, and (ii)lim supn n 1Pnt=1 jXtjp is nite with probability one. Then with probability one,lim supn!1 Ln( ~F ;X)  lim supn!1 Ln(F;X) 8F 2 F (19)and lim infn!1 hLn(F;X)  Ln( ~F ;X)i  0 8F 2 F (20)Remark: Given any ountable family F = fF (r)g of bounded predition shemes, onemay ensure, by repliating shemes F (r) as neessary, that the growth ondition jF (r)j =O(r(1 Æ)=2p) is satised. Thus the onlusions of Proposition 6 will hold for any suh family.17
For bounded proesses under the squared loss one an exhibit aggregate predition shemes~H suh that Ln( ~H;X)  infF Ln(F;X) +  ln(F )n  n = 1; 2; : : : wp1 (21)where  is a universal onstant and () is a prior distribution on the elements of F (.f.[22℄). The proof of Proposition 6 relies on a weaker, but more general, inequality of thissort, that is based on arguments of Cesa-Bianhi [8℄ (see Lemma 3 below).9 Sequential Predition of Ergodi ProessesLet X be a random variable, dened on a probability spae (
;S; P ), with EjXjp < 1.For eah sub-sigma eld S 0  S denep(XjS 0) = argmina2R E[ jX   a jp j S 0 ℄: (22)The denition ensures thatp(XjS 0) is an S 0-measurable random variable, and that EjX  p(XjS 0)jp  EjX   Y jp for any S 0-measurable random variable Y . Thus p(XjS 0) isthe natural Lp-projetion of X onto the family of S 0-measurable random variables. Theproperties of suh projetions were studied by Ando and Amemiya [1℄, who established thefollowing result.Theorem B If S1  S2     are inreasing sub-sigma elds of S with limit S1 =([k1Sk), then the following relations hold:(a) p(XjSk) ! p(XjS1) with probability one;(b) E[ supk1 jp(XjSk)jp ℄   EjXjp for some onstant  = (p) <1.Remark: As an alternative to the approah in [1℄, one may establish (a) using the denition(22) and the fat that, with probability one, fk(a) = E[ jX   ajp j Sk ℄, k  1, are onvexfuntions onverging pointwise in a (and hene uniformly on bounded intervals) to theonvex funtion f1(a) = E[ jX ajp j S1 ℄. Part (b) of the theorem shows that the expetedvalue of the supremum is nite. Under the stronger moment assumptions made here, thismay be established by more diret arguments. Indeed, by an obvious extension of Lemma2, supk1 j(XjSk)jp  2p supk1E[ jXjp j Sk ℄:Moreover fE[ jXjp j Sk ℄ : k  1g is a uniformly integrable martingale that onverges withprobability one, and in expetation, to the integrable random variable E[ jXjp j S1 ℄. It18
follows from the maximal inequality for submartingales and standard bounds (see Theorems3.2 and 3.4' of Doob [16℄) that E(supk1E[ jXjp j Sk ℄) is nite if E jXjp log(1 + jXjp) isnite.Using Theorem B and Breiman's ergodi theorem, one may give a simple harateriza-tion of Cesaro optimal predition shemes for ergodi proesses in terms of their limitingaverage loss, without referene to ompeting predition shemes. This haraterization isgiven in the next proposition, whih an be dedued from the results of Algoet [2℄. Wesketh a more diret, simpler proof for ompleteness. By standard arguments (.f. Breiman[7℄ Chapter 6) we may assume without loss of generality that any ergodi proess X un-der onsideration has a doubly innite time index, and is dened on a probability spae(
;S; P ), where 
 onsists of all doubly innite sequenes of real numbers, S is generatedby nite dimensional ylinder sets, and Xi(!) = wi for eah  1 < i <1.Proposition 7 Let X = fXi :  1 < i < 1g be a stationary ergodi proess suh thatE jX0jp log2(1+ jX0jp) <1. A predition sheme F is Cesaro optimal for X if and only ifLn(F;X) ! L(X) = EjX0   p(X0jX 1 1) jp wp1; (23)where p(X0jX 1 1) = p(X0j(X 1;X 2;    )). The optimal limiting average loss an alsobe written as L(X) = infk1 inffk EjXk+1   fk(Xk1 )jp; (24)where the seond inmum is over all bounded, uniformly ontinuous funtions fk : Rk ! R.Proof: Theorem 1 and relation (4) imply that F is Cesaro optimal for X if and onlyLn(F )   Ln(B) ! 0 with probability one, where B is the Bayes sheme for X under `p.Thus to establish (23) it suÆes to onsider the ase F = B. Note thatLn(B;X) = 1n nXt=1 jp(XtjXt 11 ) Xtjp = 1n nXt=1 jp(X0jX 1 t+1) X0jp Æ T twhere T : 
! 
 is the left shift operator. By assumption, T is P -preserving and ergodi.Thus (23) will follow from the last expression and Breiman's generalized ergodi theorem(see [2℄ for a proof) if (a) jX0   p(X0jX 1 t )jp ! jX0   p(X0jX 1 1)jp with probabilityone as t ! 1, and (b) E(supt1 jX0   p(X0jX 1 t )jp) < 1. Both these relations followimmediately from Theorem B. To establish (24), note that (a)-(b) and the dominatedonvergene theorem imply thatL(X) = EjX0   p(X0jX 1 1) jp = limk!1EjX0   p(X0jX 1 k) jp:19
By denition of p(j), the k'th term in the limit is equal toEjX0   p(X0jX 1 k) jp = inffk EjX0   fk(X 1; : : : ;X k)jp;where the inmum is over all measurable funtions fk : Rk ! R . These expetations aredereasing in k, and equation (24) follows as bounded, uniformly ontinuous funtions aredense in Lp(X 1; : : : ;X k).9.1 Universal Predition Shemes for Ergodi ProessesReall that a deision sheme F is Cesaro optimal for a family X of proesses if it isCesaro optimal for every proess X 2 X . Algoet [2℄ established the existene of Ce-saro optimal shemes for families of ergodi proesses in the general setting of sequentialdeision problems. His shemes are derived from estimates P̂ (Xt 1) of the onditionalprobabilities P (XtjXt 1) with the property that P̂ (X 1; : : : ;X t) onverges weakly toP (X0jX 1;X 2; : : :) with probability one for every ergodi proess. (For more on suhestimates, see [3, 30℄.) Speialized to the setting of this paper, the results of [2℄ establishthat, for every p > 1 and every M < 1, there exist Cesaro optimal shemes under `pfor the family of all ergodi proesses with values in [ M;M ℄. Below we desribe predi-tion shemes ~H that are Cesaro onsistent for unbounded ergodi proesses, under rela-tively weak moment onditions. The shemes here are based on the elementary aggregatingmethod desribed in the previous setion, and avoid the use of onditional probability esti-mates. Modha and Masry [29℄ exhibited in-probability onsistent estimates of E(X0jX 1 1)for bounded, alpha-mixing proesses for whih the mixing oeÆients deay at a knownexponential rate. Under additional onditions, they established rates of onvergene forestimates of E(X0jX 1 k) when X has nite memory k.Let 1  2     be a nested sequene of nite partitions of R whose onstituent ellsshrink, in the sense that for eah x 2 R ,limr!1 diam(r[x℄) = 0: (25)Here r[x℄ is the unique ell of r ontaining x, and diam(A) = supu;v2A ju  vj denotes themaximum distane between any two points in A. As r is nite, it must neessarily haveunbounded ells. However, the ondition (25) ensures that the sequene of ells ontaininga xed point x 2 R will eventually shrink down to x. The partition r may be obtained,for example, by dividing [ r; r) into intervals of length 2 r, and letting the omplement of[ r; r) omprise a single ell. 20
Fix p > 1 and 0 < Æ < 1. For eah k  1 dene a k'th order Markov predition shemeH(k) as follows. For t  k + 1, set H(k)(xt 1) = 0; for t  k + 2 and eah x1; : : : ; xt 1 2 Rlet H(k)(xt 1) = argmin akuak t 1Xs=k+1 `(u; xs) Ifxs 1 2 k[xt 1℄; : : : ; xs k 2 k[xt k℄g;where ak = k(1 Æ)=2p. To understand the denition, let us say that a k-math ours atposition s if the k vetors preeding xs lie in the same ells of k as the k vetors preedingxt. Then H(k)(xt 1) is the element u 2 R that minimizes the sum of the losses `(u; xs)ourring at the r-math positions s  t   1. Note that as k inreases the preditions ofH(k) are based on longer and more preise mathes. Predition shemes analogous to H(k)are briey disussed by Algoet [2℄; similar, randomized, shemes were proposed in [24℄ forthe predition of binary proesses. Note that no randomization is required in the presentsetting. The proof of the following theorem is given in Setion 10.4.Theorem 6 Let ~H be the aggregate predition sheme derived from H = fH(k) : k  1gvia (17)-(18). Then ~H is Cesaro optimal under the p'th power loss for any ergodi proessX suh that EjX1jq <1 for some q > p.The existene of Cesaro optimal shemes for general, bounded loss funtions was es-tablished by Algoet [2℄; results for bounded proesses under the squared error, and somegeneralizations, are disussed in [4℄. Using aggregation bounds of the form (21), Gyor andLugosi [22℄ have independently established the Cesaro optimality of a predition shemesimilar to ~H for bounded proesses under the squared loss. They also onsider the Cesarooptimality of predition shemes based on generalized linear estimates, and obtain rates ofonvergene for prediting Gaussian proesses. The results of [2, 22℄ assume boundedness ofthe loss funtion or, what is equivalent in this ase, that the Xi take values in a prespeiedbounded interval. No suh assumptions are made in Theorem 6.9.2 Strongly Optimal Shemes for Ergodi ProessesFor A  R let E(A) be the family of ergodi proesses X taking values in A. If A isbounded then the aggregate sheme ~H dened in the previous setion is Cesaro optimal forE(A) under `p. By ontrast, no predition sheme is strongly optimal for E(A) under thesquared loss if A has more than one elements. To illustrate this, let E(f0; 1g) be the familyof all binary ergodi proesses, and let `2(u; v) = (u   v)2 be the squared loss. For eah21
X 2 E(f0; 1g) the orresponding Bayes sheme is of the form B(xt 1) = P (Xt = 1jXt 1 =xt 1). If F is strongly optimal for E(f0; 1g), then it follows from Proposition 2 that forevery binary ergodi proess X,jF (Xt 1)  P (Xt = 1jXt 1)j ! 0 wp1:However, it is known [6, 37, 23℄ that no suh "on-line" estimation sheme exists. Thereforeno predition sheme is strongly optimal for E(f0; 1g), and by the same reasoning, nopredition sheme is strongly optimal under the squared loss for E(A) if A has ardinalitygreater than one. A similar negative onlusion holds for eÆient predition shemes.9.3 Properties of Universal Shemes under Squared LossThroughout this setion let H be the aggregate predition sheme derived via (17)-(18)from the Markov shemes H = fH(k) : k  1g under the squared loss (p = 2). Theorem 6ensures that H is Cesaro optimal for every ergodi proess X suh that EjX0jq < 1 forsome q > 2. Let X be any suh proess. By Theorem 2 one has1n nXt=1(H(Xt 1) E(XtjXt 1))2 ! 0 wp1: (26)(This same property is derived for bounded proesses in [22℄ by dierent arguments.) More-over, Proposition 7 ensures that1n nXt=1(H(Xt 1) Xt)2 ! E(X0  E(X0jX 1 1))2 wp1:Suppose now that N = fNi :  1 < i <1g are i.i.d., zero-mean random variables that areindependent ofX, and satisfy EjN0jq <1. Let Yi = Xi+Ni,  1 < i <1, be observationsof X orrupted by additive noise. If H(Y t 1) is used to predit the \lean" value Xt, thenthe limiting average umulative loss of H has a natural form. Related results for binaryproesses X under more general loss funtions an be found in [42℄.Proposition 8 If X and N are as above then1n nXt=1(H(Y t 1) Xt)2 ! E(X0  E(X0 jY  1 1))2 wp1:Proof: Let Ht = H(Y t 1) and let Bt = E(Yt jY t 1) = E(Xt jY t 1). By Theorem 2,n 1Pnt=1(Ht   Bt)2 ! 0. Using this fat and the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality, one mayreadily show that  1n nXt=1(Ht  Xt)2   1n nXt=1(Bt  Xt)2 ! 0 wp1:22
It follows from Breiman's ergodi theorem, or alternatively by arguments similar to thosein the proof of Proposition 1, that n 1Pnt=1(Bt   Xt)2 ! E(X0   E(X0 jY  1 1))2 withprobability one.An interesting question, whih has reeived some attention in the literature, is how toestimate the onditional expetation E(X0 jX 1 1) from observations X 1;X 2; : : : of anergodi proess X = fXi :  1 < i <1g. Ornstein [33℄ desribed almost surely onsistentestimates for binary proesses; the ase of bounded, real valued proesses was studied byAlgoet [3℄ (see also [30, 31℄), the nal word being [4℄. The predition sheme H yieldsestimates of E(X0 jX 1 1) that are onsistent in the weaker, expetation sense.Proposition 9 If X = fXi :  1 < i <1g is bounded and ergodi, then the estimate(X 1 n) = 1n n 1Xt=0 H(X 1 t )onverges in probability to E(X0 jX 1 1) as n!1.Proof: Let B(Xt 1) = E(XtjXt 1) be the Bayes predition sheme for X. It followsfrom the identity B(X 1 t ) = E(X0jX 1 t ) and the martingale onvergene theorem that~(X 1 n) = n 1Pn 1t=0 B(X 1 t ) onverges in expetation to E(X0 jX 1 1). It therefore suÆesto show that Ej(X 1 n)  ~(X 1 n)j ! 0. However, this expetation is at most1n nXt=1 EjH(X 1t ) B(X 1 t )j = 1n nXt=1 EjH(Xt 11 ) B(Xt 11 )j= E " 1n nXt=1 jH(Xt 11 ) B(Xt 11 )j#where the rst equality follows from the stationarity of X. The nal expetation abovetends to zero by Theorem 2 and the bounded onvergene theorem.Now let E(f0; 1g) be the family of binary ergodi proesses. The alibration of H andBreiman's ergodi theorem have the following elementary orollary. Let X 2 E(f0; 1g), andsuppose that p 2 (0; 1) and  > 0 are suh that PfjE(X0jX 1 1)   pj  g > 0. Then theratio n(p; ) = Pnt=1 IfjH(Xt 1)  p j  gXtPns=1 IfjH(Xs 1)  p j  g :is suh that p    lim infn!1 n(p; )  lim supn!1 n(p; )  p+ :23
Suppose again that X is the binary reord of rainfall at some loation. The inequalitiesabove show that if H is used to predit the probability of rain on the next day then, amongthose days for whih H's predited probability of rain is near p, the fration of days onwhih it atually rained is also near p. In other words, H is alibrated in the lassial sense(.f. [32℄). Note also that if H(Xt 1) = IfH(Xt 1) > 1=2g is the threshold preditionsheme assoiated with H, then for eah X 2 E(f0; 1g),1n nXt=1 If H(Xt 1) 6= Xtg ! EminfP (X0 = 0jX 1 1); P (X0 = 1jX 1 1)g wp1as H is Cesaro optimal for X.10 Additional Derivations10.1 Proof of Theorem 2, Case 1 < p < 2.Suppose now that 1  q < p < 2, and that F is a Cesaro optimal deision sheme for Xunder `p. Let Bt = Bp(Xt 1). We laim that(i) lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jBtjp < 1 (ii) lim supn!1 Ln(Bp;X) < 1 (iii) lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jFtjp < 1Indeed, (i) follows from Lemma 2 and assumption (A2). Relation (ii) is a onsequeneof (i) and (A2), and relation (iii) follows from (ii), (4), and the elementary inequalityjFtjp  2p 1(jFt  Xtjp + jXtjp). Suppose now that for some  > 0,P (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jFt  Btjq  :) > : (27)Let 1 = 3 (q+1). As q < p, relations (i) and (iii) imply that there exists  <1 suh thatlim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jFtjqIfjFtj > g < 1 and lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jBtjqIfjBtj > g < 1: (28)Let F 0t = jFtjIfjFtj  g and B0t = jBtjIfjBtj  g be trunated versions of Bt and Ft,respetively. Then (27) and (28) imply thatP (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 jF 0t  B0tjq  1) > : (29)As F 0t and B0t are bounded, it follows from (29) that for some 2 > 0,P (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 IfjF 0t  B0tj  2g > 2) > :24
Finally, (A2) and the last expression imply that for some 0 <1 and 3 > 0,P (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 IfjF 0t  B0tj  3gIfjXtj  0g > 3) > 2 : (30)The ontinuity and strit onvexity of f(u) = jujp ensure that  (u  x; v  x) (see equation(6) above) is positive for all values of u; v; x, and that  (u   x; v   x)   for some  > 0on the ompat set f(u; v; x) : ju  vj  3; juj; jvj  ; jxj  0g. It then follows from (30)and inequality (5) thatlim infn!1 [Ln(H)  Ln(Bp)℄  lim infn!1  n nXt=1 IfjF 0t  B0tj  3gIfjXtj  0g=   lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 IfjF 0t  B0tj  3gIfjXtj  0g  3with positive probability. This ontradits the Cesaro optimality of B. Therefore (27) failsto hold for any  > 0, and the result follows.10.2 Proof of Proposition 4Let X satisfy (A1) and (A2). Under `2 the Bayes predition Bt is equal to E[Xt jXt 1 ℄.Two appliations of Lemma A, with Zt = Xt and Zt = X2t , show that B is rst andseond order weakly alibrated to X. Suppose now that F is Cesaro optimal for X. ThenUn = n 1Pnt=1(Ft  Bt)2 ! 0 by Theorem 2. Note that for eah seletion sheme S, 1n nXt=1 St(F 2t  X2t )   1n nXt=1 St(B2t  X2t ) 1n nXt=1 jF 2t  B2t j vuut 1n nXt=1(Ft  Bt)2 vuut 1n nXt=1(Ft +Bt)2= U1=2n vuut 2n nXt=1 F 2t + 2n nXt=1 B2t :By arguments like those in the proof of Theorem 2 for the ase 1 < p < 2, the time averagesof B2t and F 2t are bounded. Thus the nal term above tends to zero with inreasing n, andthe seond order alibration of F follows from that of B. A similar argument shows that Fis rst order alibrated to X. 25
Suppose now that F is rst and seond order alibrated to X. Note that B is Cesarooptimal for X, and thatpLn(F ) pLn(B)   vuut 1n nXt=1(Ft  Bt)2 ;As F , B are seond order alibrated to X, the sequenes Ln(F ) and Ln(B) are bounded;thus to establish the optimality of F it suÆes to show that n 1Pnt=1(Ft   Bt)2 ! 0with probability one. Appliation of inequality (13) to the seletion shemes S0t  1 andS00t = IfjFtj > g shows thatlim supn!1 1n nXt=1 F 2t <1 ; lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 F 2t IfjFtj  g  lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 X2t IfjFtj  g:As X2t IfjFtj  g  X2t IfjXtj  g + 2IfjFtj  g, it follows from the last display,assumption (A2), and Lemma 1 thatlim!1"lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 F 2t IfjFtj  g# = 0 wp1:This same relation holds for the Bayes sheme B, as B is seond order alibrated to X.Thus, for any given Æ > 0, there exists  = (Æ) <1 suh thatlim supn!1 1n nXt=1(Ft  Bt)2  lim supn!1 1n nXt=1(Ft  Bt)2St + Æ;where St 4= Ifmax jFtj; jBtj  g. To establish the proposition, it is therefore enough toshow that for xed  <1, and St dened as above,1n nXt=1(Ft  Bt)2St ! 0 wp1: (31)As eah term in the sum above is uniformly bounded by 42, the relation (31) holds if onlyif for every  > 0 eah of the eventsA = (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 St IfFt  Bt  g > 0) B = (lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 St IfBt   Ft  g > 0)has probability zero. Fix  > 0, and dene a new seletion sheme S0t = St  IfFt  Bt  g.Then learly n nXt=1 St IfFt  Bt  g = n nXt=1 S0t  1n nXt=1 St(Ft  Bt):Moreover, Lemma A and the rst order alibration of F together imply thatlim supn!1 1n nXt=1 St(Ft  Bt) = lim supn!1 1n nXt=1 St(Ft  Xt) = 0 wp1:Therefore P (A) = 0. A similar argument shows that P (B) = 0, and (31) holds as desired.26
10.3 Proof of Proposition 6Let F be a nite family of predition shemes and let p > 1 be xed. Given numbersx1; x2; : : : and integers 1  u < v, dene for t = u; : : : ; v   1 the omposite preditionsheme C(xt 1) = XF2F wt(F )  F (xt 1);where wu(F ) = 1=jFj, and for u < t < v,wt(F ) = expf Pt 1s=u `p(F (xs 1); xs) gPF 02F (F 0) expf Pt 1s=u `P (F 0(xs 1); xs) gwith  a xed positive onstant. Thus C(xt 1) is, for eah t = u; : : : ; v   1, a onvex om-bination of the preditions F (xt 1) made by the individual shemes in F , where the weightassigned to F at time t depends on its suess in prediting the values of x1; : : : ; xt 1. Theproof of the following lemma follows losely an argument of Cesa-Bianhi [8℄ for individualbinary sequenes.Lemma 3 Fix p > 1. Over the time interval u  t < v, the umulative loss of the ompositedeision sheme C satises the following inequality:v 1Xt=u `p(C(xt 1); xt)  minF2F v 1Xt=u `p(F (xt 1); xt) + 1 ln jFj + 2 v 1Xt=u 2(xt);where (xt) = maxF2F jF (xt 1)  xtjp.Proof: The proof is based on a telesoping argument. To this end, set Wu = jFj, and forj = u+ 1; : : : ; v dene Wj = XF2F expf  j 1Xs=u `p(F (xs 1); xs) g:Then it is lear that for t = u; : : : ; v   1,Wt+1Wt = XF2F wt(F ) expf  `p(F (xt 1); xt)) g:The right hand side of the last equation is the moment generating funtion of the ran-dom variable Yt = `p(F (xt 1); xt)), where F is hosen aording to the distribution wt().Clearly, Yt takes values in the interval [0;(xt)℄. Thus, entering Yt at its expetation,and applying Hoeding's inequality [26℄ for the moment generating funtion of a bounded27
random variable, we nd thatlnWt+1Wt   XF2F wt(F )  `p(F (xt 1); xt) + 22(xt)2    `p XF2F wt(F )  F (xt 1); xt! + 22(xt)2=    `p(C(xt 1); xt) + 22(xt)2 ;where the seond inequality above is a onsequene of the onvexity of `p(; xt). It followsby summing over t thatln WvWu    v 1Xt=u `p(C(xt 1); xt) + 22 v 1Xt=u 2(xt): (32)On the other hand, it is lear thatWv  maxF2F expf Pv 1s=u `p(F (xs 1); xs)g, and there-fore ln WvWu    minF2F v 1Xt=u `p(F (xt 1); xt)   ln jFj: (33)Combining inequalities (32) and (33) ompletes the proof of the lemma.Proof of Proposition 6: To simplify notation, dene bj = 2j for j  0. Let Ft = F (Xt 1)for F 2 F , and let ~Ft = ~F (Xt 1). Fix Æ > 0 suh that jF (r)j = O(r(1 Æ)=2p) and letM(1)  M(2)     be inreasing onstants suh that jF (r)j  M(r) for eah r andM(r) = O(r(1 Æ)=2p). The denition of ~F ensures that j ~F (Xt 1)j M(bj) for 1  t < bj+1.Fix j0  1, let n  bj0+1 and dene k = kn = blog2 n. The umulative loss of ~F onX1; : : : ;Xn may be written as follows:nXt=1 `p( ~Ft;Xt) = X1t<bj0 `p( ~Ft;Xt) + k 1Xj=j0 Xbjt<bj+1 `p( ~Ft;Xt) + nXt=bk `p( ~Ft;Xt):Dene j(xt) = maxF2Fj jF (xt 1) xtjp. Repeated appliation of Lemma 3 shows that thesum of the seond and third terms above is at mostk 1Xj=j0 minF2Fj Xbjt<bj+1 `p(Ft;Xt) + minF2Fk nXt=bk `p(Ft;Xt) + kXj=j0 log jFj jj+ kXj=j0 Xbjt<bj+1 j 2j(Xt)2 minF2Fj0 nXt=1 `p(Ft;Xt) + kXj=0 log jFj jj + kXj=0 Xbjt<bj+1 j 2j (Xt)228
The two previous displays show that for n  bj0+1,Ln( ~F ;X)  minF2Fj0 Ln(F;X) + 1n X1t<bj0 `p( ~Ft;Xt) + kXj=0 log jFj jnj+ kXj=0 Xbjt<bj+1 j 2j (Xt)2n (34)We wish to show that the last three terms in (34) tend to zero as n tends to innity. As~Ft and Xt are nite with probability one, it is lear that1n X1t<bj0 `p( ~Ft;Xt) ! 0 wp1: (35)Moreover, as log jFj j = j and n  bk,kXj=0 log jFj jnj  kXj=0 jbk j  k(k + 1)bk k = k(k + 1)2pk (36)whih tends to zero, sine k = kn tends to innity with n. Now note that for bj  t < bj+1,2j(Xt)  2p max1rbj jF (r)j2p + 2p jXtj2p  2pM(t)2p + 2p jXtj2p:By assumption, there is some  > 0 suh that supt1EjXtjp(1+) is nite. Fix 0 <  < Æsuh that (1+)(1 ) > 1. Then for j  j1 := d 2e the onstants j satisfy j  2 j(1 ).In partiular, j  2t (1 ) for j  j1 and bj  t < bj+1. ThereforekXj=0 Xbjt<bj+1 j 2j (Xt)2n  2(2p+j1)n 2nXt=1 M(t)2pt1  + 2(2p+j1)n 2nXt=1 jXtj2pt1  : (37)Sine M(t)2p = O(t(1 Æ)) and  < Æ, the rst term on the right side of (37) onverges tozero as n!1. As for the seond term, x  > 0 and note by Markov's inequality,P  jXtjpt1    = PfjXtjp (1+)  ( t1 )1+g  sups1EjXsjp (1+)1+ t(1 )(1+) :By assumption, the supremum above is nite, and sine (1  Æ)(1 + ) > 1, the sum over tof the rightmost probabilities is nite. It follows from the Borel Cantelli lemma that, withprobability one, jXtjp=t1    for only nitely many value of t. Thereforelim supn!1 1n 2nXt=1 jXtj2pt1   2  lim supm!1 1m mXt=1 jXtjp wp1As  > 0 was arbitrary and the limit supremum is nite by assumption (ii), we onludethat 2(2p+j1)n 2nXt=1 jXtj2pt1  ! 0 wp1:29
Combining these relations with inequality (34), it follows thatlim supn!1 Ln( ~F ;X)  minF2Fj0 lim supn!1 Ln(F;X) wp1and lim supn!1 Ln( ~F ;X)  minF2Fj0 Ln(F;X)  0 wp1:As j0  1 was arbitrary, inequalities (19) and (20) are immediate.10.4 Proof of Theorem 6Denition: Let C(k) be the family of funtions g : Rk ! [ ak; ak℄ that are measurablewith respet to the sigma eld generated by sets of the form C1      Ck with Ci 2 k.Thus eah g 2 C(k) is of the formg(x1; : : : ; xk) = XC1;:::;Ck2k u(C1; : : : ; Ck) Ifx1 2 C1; : : : ; xk 2 Ckg;where, for every hoie of C1; : : : ; Ck 2 k, u(C1; : : : ; Ck) is a xed number in [ ak; ak℄.Proof of Theorem 6: Let X be a stationary ergodi proess suh that EjX1jq < 1 forsome q > p. Let k  1 and onsider for the moment a sequene of ells Ck1 = C1; : : : ; Ck 2 ksuh that PfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg > 0. For u 2 [ ak; ak℄ dene(u;Ck1 ) := E[ `p(u;Xk+1)IfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg ℄;and for eah t  k + 1 dene̂t(u;Ck1 ) := 1t  k   1 t 1Xs=k+1 `p(u;Xs)IfXs 1 2 C1; : : : ;Xs k 2 Ckg:Note that (u;Ck1 ) is a bounded, stritly onvex funtion of u 2 [ ak; ak℄, and that thesame is true, with probability one, of the funtions ̂t(u;Ck1 ) for eah t so large thatPts=k+1 IfXs 1 2 C1; : : : ;Xs k 2 Ckg  1. The ergodi theorem implies that, with prob-ability one, ̂t(u;Ck1 ) ! (u;Ck1 ) for eah u 2 [ ak; ak℄. It then follows from standardresults in onvex analysis (see [35℄) that this onvergene is uniform, in the sense thatsupu2[ ak;ak℄ j̂t(u;Ck1 )  (u;Ck1 )j ! 0 wp1 as t!1: (38)Dene minimaût(Ck1 ) = argminu2[ ak;ak℄ ̂t(u;Ck1 ) and u(Ck1 ) = argminu2[ ak;ak℄(u;Ck1 ):30
For t suÆiently large, the strit onvexity of ̂t and  imply that both minima are ahieved,and are unique. Moreover, (38) guarantees that ût(Ck1 ) ! u(Ck1 ) with probability one ast!1.By denition, the predition Hk(Xt 1) is equal to ût(k(Xt 1); : : : ; k(Xt k)). Denea new predition sheme Gk(Xt 1) = u(k(Xt 1); : : : ; k(Xt k)). Then the dierenejLn(Hk)  Ln(Gk)j is at mostXCk1 " 1n nXt=1 j `p(ût(Ck1 );Xt)  `p(u(Ck1 );Xt) j IfXt 1 2 C1; : : : ;Xt k 2 Ckg# :We laim that eah term in the sum over Ck1 tends to zero as n tends to innity. IfPfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg = 0, then the orresponding average is zero for eah n withprobability one. Suppose then that PfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg > 0. By an appliation ofLemma 1, it suÆes to inlude in the seond sum only those t for whih Xt  K, whereK < 1 is xed, but arbitrary. Under this restrition, the average tends to zero withinreasing n as ût(Ck1 )! u(Ck1 ). Thereforelim supn!1 Ln(Hk) = lim supn!1 Ln(Gk)= limn!1XCk1 " 1n nXt=k+1 `p(u(Ck1 );Xt)IfXt 1 2 C1; : : : ;Xt k 2 Ckg#= XCk1 E[ `p(u(Ck1 );Xk+1) IfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg℄= XCk1 minu2[ ak;ak℄E[ `p(u;Xk+1) IfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg ℄= ming2C(k) XCk1 E[ `p(g(Xk);Xk+1) IfXk 2 C1; : : : ;X1 2 Ckg℄= ming2C(k) E`p(g(Xk);Xk+1): (39)Now let f : Rr ! R be bounded and uniformly ontinuous, and x  > 0. For suÆientlylarge k, there exists g 2 C(k) suh that EjXk+1   g(Xk1 )jp  EjXr+1   f(Xr1)jp + . Itfollows from Proposition 6 and the relation (39) thatlim supn!1 Ln( ~H;X)  mink1 lim supn!1 Ln(Hk;X) mink1 ming2C(k)E[`(g(Xk);Xk+1)℄ EjXr+1   f(Xr1)jp + :As r, f , and  > 0 were arbitrary, ~H is Cesaro optimal by Lemma 7.31
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